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Abstract – In this article, we propose a new hybrid approach with Fourier technique well known as Fourier
descriptor and HU moments to detect hand gesture signatures for vision-based applications. Fourier
descriptors are efficient specifications of image feature extraction. They can be used for shape
characterization by preventing the scale, translation, and rotation invariance, as well as their independent
from small shape deviations. To obtain good results for hand images, they converted into HSV color space.
HSV unlike RGB color space has some features help users understand the nuances in the images; since, if
one color be similar to another color, HSV can get better results. After that, Hand image will be extracted
from HSV image by implementing the threshold operation. The Fourier Descriptors of extracted hand
images are hybridized with HU moments and are compared with the reference dictionary to perform gesture
recognition. Experiments are performed on the Bochum Gestures database. Finally the performance of the
gesture recognition using Euclidean distance investigated. Results show that proposed hybrid method gives
a high performance for hand gesture applications.
Keywords: Hand gesture, HSV Color space, Hybrid Fourier Descriptor, Geometric Invariant Moments.

dimensional models coordinating by hand model and
pixel model [10]. Chan Wah Ng and Surendra Ranganath
considered a hand gesture recognition system; they
utilized image Fourier Descriptors (FDs) to represent the
shape of hand blobs achieved from the input image as
their prime feature; after that they classified the features
by using a Radial Basis Function (RBF) neural network
for the final gesture recognition [11]. Claudia Nölker and
Helge Ritter described a hand gesturee recognition modal
based on neural networks [12]. They utilized finger tips to
recognition purpose; in their method full identification of
all finger joint angles based on that a 3D modal are found.
Their model developed according to the dimensions and
movement possibilities of a natural human hand [12].
Some other work also has been implemented based
on detecting hands in gray level images according to their
appearance and texture. Wu and Huang proposed another
hand posing technique by adding a large unlabeled
training set; they combined the supervised and
unsupervised learning to generate a powerful learning
approach. The Discriminant-EM (D-EM) algorithm used
as the synthetic approach; D-EM not only approximates
the parameters of a generative model but also finds a
linear transformation to relax the assumption of
probabilistic structure of data distributions as well as
choose good features automatically [13].
Rosales et al. proposed a non-linear supervised
learning approach to estimate hand gestures from a single

INTRODUCTION
Vision-based hand gesture recognition methods
include static hand gesture and their current locations with
no movements involve them which can be utilized as an
intuitive interaction between human and computer [1].
They have many advantages rather than devices like mice,
keyboards or electronic gloves; especially when they are
used directly to interact or communicate with a computer,
thus they get more intuitive means of interplay [2]. To
achieve this purpose, computers should be capable to
detect hand gestures from the input image visually. There
are already a large number of computational approaches
and algorithms for the image segmentation tasks [3-7].
Lee devised a model of hand-gesture recognition by
using Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [8]. Kjeldsen and
Kendersi worked on skin-tone segmentation on HSV
space according to the premise that skin tone in images
indwells a connected volume in HSV space [9]. They also
expanded a back-propagation neural network to detect
gestures from the segmented hand images. Etsuko Ueda
and Yoshio Matsumoto proposed a hand-gesture
estimation technique which can be used for vision-based
human interfaces; in the proposed approach, the hand
regions are extracted from multiple images achieved by a
multi-view point camera system, and forming the “pixel
Model.” Incorporating these multi-viewpoint images
make hand gesture to reconstruct as a "pixel model".
After that, all joint angles are estimated utilizing three
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image; the specialized mappings architecture (SMA) is
employed to map image features to likely 3D hand
gestures. Although the described method assumes that the
hand silhouette is correctly recognized in the input image,
whilst such accurate hand detection is often unreal to
presume in real world applications [14]. T. E. de Campos
and D. W. Murray presented a regression based method
for hand posing; the described approach included RVMbased learning method for estimating the whole body
gesture which is adapted to hand gestures recovery [15].

A. Hand Segmentation
The first step in the hand posing is to detect the hand
areas from background in order to get better results for the
next step (i.e. feature extraction). Human skin detection
can get much easier if we use HSV (hue-saturation-value)
color space instead of RGB color space [20].

RGB

Hue

SYSTEM OVERVIEW



This article presents a hybrid method for hand
gesture recognition. In the first step, for hand detection
purpose, the input image is converted from RGB color
space into Hue color space image. After that, by using a
definite thresholding and utilizing mathematical
morphology on the images, the hand is detected.
Afterwards, Fourier descriptors (FD) are used to hand
feature extraction and posing. FDs are specific features
derived from frequency space which are efficient for
pattern recognition purposes. They used contour images
for feature extraction.



Fig. 3 - Two samples of RGB to H conversion

HSV is a most popular cylindrical-ordinates model of
RGB which rearrange the geometry of RGB to get more
perceptually relevant rather than the Cartesian
representation. Experiments showed that Hue in HSV can
give the proper result of hand detection purpose. The
relationship among RGB and H color is shown below:
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Fig.1 - (A) Original hand (HSI color space); (B) hand contour. Note that
the number of descriptors is 40

FDs have already been examined for hand gesture
recognition, but the existent approaches used the raw
extracted data from Fourier Descriptors as the main
features for detecting the hand gestures [16-19]. In this
research we present a new combinational algorithm of
FDs and geometric moments as the main features for hand
gesture recognition. Block diagram of hand gesture
recognition is shown below:
Image acquisition

Object
Image

Convert input image
into H Color space

Classification with
4-nearest Neighborhood

H  60  H /

(1)

(2)

Where M is the maximum value of R, G and B and C
is the difference between M and the minimum value of R,
G and B. For this reason, we use Hue of HSV model for
hand segmentation. After image conversion the input
image from RGB color space into the Hue color space, it
is thresholded in a definite interval [21]. Of course, it is
noticeable that threshold interval can be changed due to
light radiance changes. Fig. 4 shows an estimation of 126
samples of hand feature vectors on Hue model.
Due to the color inconsistency of Hue model, the
result of thresholding gets some misclassification. To
overcome the presented problem, three morphological
operations including: region filling, closing and area
opening are utilized.

Hand Detection

Feature Extraction

Fig. 2 - Block diagram of hand gesture recognition system
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Where A is a set of boundary, B is the structure
element, X k 1  B is the dilation of X k 1 and B ,  is
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the sign unity and A is the complement of A . The
algorithms terminate at iteration step k if:
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Area closing generally makes counters smooth,
eliminates small holes, fuses narrow breaks, and long thin
gulfs, and fills gaps in the contour. The closing of set A by
structuring element B denotes as A  B and can be
achieved as below [28]:

Fig.4 - A graphic model of Hue value interval for hand feature vectors

The algorithms for region filling are based on set
dilation, complementation, and intersections, are
illustrated below:
X k  ( X k 1  B)  AC ,
(3)
k  1,2,3,...

A  B  ( A  B)B

Original
Image

20<H<46
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Holes

Closing
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Fig. 5 - Five samples of hand segmentation process.
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where the sign  denotes the erosion of two
functions. Closing might result in synthesis of separated
components, consequently, generating new holes.
Finally, the opening of A by B can be achieved by the
erosion of A by B, followed by dilation of the resulting
image by B:
(5)
A  B  ( AB)  B
Main idea of area opening is to eliminate small extra
areas which are independent to hand area. More, 5
examples of the whole segmentation process are shown in
fig.5.

where x, y are the components of a two-dimensional
image and p+q define the order of the moment.
The main idea in this paper is to hybridize two strong
descriptors including Fourier Descriptors and Geometric
invariant moments to achieve better performances toward
single-mode methods.

B. Hand Gesture Recognition
Fourier descriptors (FDs) are considered to recognize
the hand gesture. FDs are independent from rotation,
translation and scale representations. There are some
researches about using FDs as Features in hand gesture
recognition [22, 23].
In this research, unlike other researches, we utilize
Fourier descriptors just for estimating and achieving the
main shapes signature. After that, geometric moments are
used as features of the estimated images for the final
gesture extraction. The main principle is based on that if
similar shapes get estimated by some fewer features, the
similarity of the homologous gestures can be detected
more easily. It is noticeable that estimation point of hand
region by FDs might be applying with proper numbers of
estimation points [24].
Each one of the hand detected image is decomposed
into its connected components which can be defined by
their counters. FDs are applied on the contour of the preprocessed images to extract their componential features.
The contour area can be demonstrated with different
signatures like complex coordinates, curvature, central
distance, cumulative angular function [25]. In this article
the complex coordinates type is utilized. Each point Mi of
the shape contour is demonstrated by a complex number
zi, with N the number of points of the contour:

i [1, N ], M i ( xi , yi )  zi  xi  jyi


x
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The central moments of f(x, y) are defined as:
 pq 
( x  x) p  ( y  y) q  f ( x, y)


x

(8)

y

where ( x, y) are the centroid of the moments.
In the above formula, x and y are the coordinates of
the centre and are as below:
m
(9)
x  10
m00

(6)

m01
(10)
m00
The normalized central moment of order (p+q) can be
demonstrated as:
y

 pq 


 pq

(11)

 pq

pq
1
2

(12)

Four functions of GMs are calculated from central
moments through order three [27]:
1   20   02

 2  ( 20   02 ) 2  4112

x p  y q  f ( x, y )

y

(B)

Fig.6. Example of reconstruction with FDs, as a function of the cut-off
frequency, with an initial contour sampled at (D)2, (E) 8, (F) 10, (G) 20,
(H) 40 and (I) 100 points. (A), (B) and (C) are the Hue model of the
image, threshold image and contour shaped image respectively.

Fig. 6 shows that the low frequency coefficients
which include information on the common form of the
shape and the high frequency coefficients which include
information on the small details of the shape. We can
notice that with more than 40 coefficients the hand shape
is reconstructed for the defined purpose.
Geometric invariant moments (GM) are then used to
feature extraction of the reconstructed images [26]. GM
features are usually used to extract a rotation, scale and
Translation invariant features. Two-dimensional moments
of a digital image f(x, y) are presented below:

m pq 

(A)

 3  ( 30  312 ) 2  (3 21   03 ) 2

(7)

 4  ( 30  12 ) 2  ( 21   03 ) 2
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(13)
More, two examples of different images are
demonstrated. Fig. 7 shows the example images used for
the feature extraction purpose:

(A1)

(A2)

(B1)

N

x' 

xx
 ( x)

Table 1 shows the central moments of the images
above:

x

1
N

x

 ( x) 

1
N

Table 1
Geometric invariant moments for 4 examples

2

3

4

A1
A2
B1
B2

0.208
0.209
0.144
0.154

0.043
0.044
0.021
0.024

0.001
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.001
0.000
0.001
0.001

N

(16)

i

i 1

N

 ( x  x)

2

i

(17)

i 1

Data base of static hand gestures collected from
Bochum Gestures Database [30]. All images in database
are 128×128 tiff images. The whole images were in two
types of RGB and HSI which all converted to Hue model
for the considered purpose. 100 images are selected for
the train and test in this work and the classes which are
used for classifications are 5. As it can be illustrated,
numbers of features of the images for the feature
extraction are also 4.
The performance is evaluated by using three
quantitative quality criterions include CDR, FAR and
FRR;
The first criterion is the correct detection rate (CDR)
which is given in Eq.18. The false acceptance rate (FAR)
is the percentage of recognition moments in which false
acceptance occurs (Eq.19). The false rejection criterion
(FRR) is the percentage of recognition moments in which
false rejection happens (Eq.20).

A2

A1

(15)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A1

B2

(14)

where x is un-scaled value, x is the arithmetic mean
of character x across the data set is its standard deviation,
and is the achieved scaled value [21].

To improve the viewing area, we figure the table on the
line chart (Fig. 8). As it can be seen from the above chart,
A1 and A2 have almost similar values of central
moments; the case is also correct for B1 and B2.

0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0

2

i

According to the distance between two vectors is
related to the distance, the achieved distances are scaled
with the arithmetic mean across the dataset is 0 and the
standard deviation 1. This can be performed by replacing
the scalars x and y with x' and y' using the following
function:

Fig.7 - Example images used for feature extraction.

1

i

i 1

(B2)

Image

(x  y )

d E ( x, y ) 

B1
B2

Fig. 8. Line chart of the four example images after feature extraction.

C. Classification
Hand shapes are classified with using a K-nearestneighborhood. The K-nearest-neighborhood (Knn)
algorithm is a generic and nonparametric supervised
pattern classifier. In our application, Knn considers the
distance between a query feature vectors and a set of
vectors in the data set. The distance between two vectors
can be computed using some distance function d(x, y),
where x and y are vectors created of N features, such that
x={x1, xN}, y= {y1…yN}. In this work different K values
(K=3, 4, 5, 6) are utilized for nearest neighborhood [28,
29].
Euclidean distance is used in this work as the Knn
metric:

CDR 

Number of data CorrectlyClassified
Totaldata in theTest Dataset

FAR 

No. of unrelatedhand poses Classified as relatedposes
(19)
TotalPixelsin theTest Dataset

FRR 

No. of relatedposes Classified as unrelatedposes
TotalPixelsin theTest Dataset

(18)

(20)

Table 2 presents the performance of the proposed
method with different values of K and Table 3 illustrates a
comparison among the hybrid proposed method and two
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single-mode methods; note that the achieved values are
the mean value of five gestures of: Turn right, Turn left,
Forward, Stop and Backward.
Table 2
Classification Results of Performance in the presented procedures with
different K.
Accuracy
Metric
K Value
CDR
FAR
FRR

CLASSIFICATION RATE (%)
K=3
94.0
04.0
02.0

K=4
94.0
03.0
03.0

K=5
95.0
03.0
02.0

K=6
96.0
03.0
01.0

Table 3
Comparison of The Proposed Method with Two different Techniques.
PROPOSED
CLASSIFICATIO
CLASSIFICATION
Accuracy
METHOD
N WITH HU
WITH FD [31]
Metric
K=6
MOMENTS [32]
96.0
94.0
93.0
CDR
03.0
04.0
04.0
FAR
01.0
02.0
03.0
FRR

CONCLUSION
This article has presented a high performance
approach for hand gesture recognition in the context of
human computer interaction. In this research, a simple
and efficient method is used to image segmentation. After
that, a hybrid method including Fourier Descriptors and
Hu moments is utilized for extracting the hand shape
features. Finally, we have discussed a three nearest
neighbor classifier to classify the images into relevant and
un-relevant of gestures.
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